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Emergent properties of the Lower Danube River
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The consequences for the integrated monitoring
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Abstract: The Lower Danube River Systems (LDRS) is a complex system composed of
natural ecological systems (NES) and socio-economic systems (SES). This paper presents the
emergent properties of the components of the LDRS (NES, SES, and SES-NES systems) and
suggests indicators which would have to be assessed by the integrated monitoring system.
The method consists of processing the information about socio-environmental systems, about
resources and services provided by fluvial systems, and about indicators of their production,
using a set of methodological principles. The results consisted in a refinement of the structural model of the SES, a tentative list of the indicators to be included in an integrated monitoring system of the LDRS, and several principles for structuring the specific information
system for macro-landscapes such as LDRS. It is concluded that whether explicit or as a
recognized constraint, objectives related to the natural capital have to be considered in the
design of integrated management plans at all SES hierarchical levels. Performing this design
in an effective way requires a wide range of data, which can be provided by an integrated
monitoring system structured as suggested in this paper.
Key words: macro-landscape, fluvial system, Danube, socio-environmental system, monitoring.

Introduction
The Lower Danube River Systems (LDRS) is a socio-environmental system subject to management in view of sustainable development. The objectives of this
paper are:
1. to present a structural model of the LDRS,
2. to identify the emergent properties of the components of the LDRS (natural
ecological systems - NES, socio-economic systems - SES, and SES-NES composite systems), and
1
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3. to suggest indicators which would have to be assessed by the integrated monitoring system in order to provide needed information for the design of integrated management plans.
Conceptualizing a socio-environmental system is a critical step towards achieving sustainable development for specific parts of the world (Musters et al.
1998). As the word `system' has a very general meaning (ªparts in relation with
one anotherº), in itself it cannot ensure a consistency between the different ways
of conceptualizing the socio-environment. There are two dominant models:
. the sectoral model conceives the socio-environment as a set of environmental
factors, humans included;
. the ecosystemic model considers that these factors are organized in basic units
called ecosystems, which are further organized in a nested hierarchy of ecological systems (Russian puppets style).
The sectoral model has rather a historical importance from the point of view
of ecological knowledge, but it is dominant at the institutional level. On the
other hand, the ecosystemic model, beyond its general, heuristic acceptance in
the scientific community, is not universally accepted with regard to the precise
delineation in space and time of the different ecosystems, as well as of the
systems of higher hierarchical levels of organization. It seems that we do not
have enough knowledge to extract criteria for delineating assemblages of ecosystems (local landscapes), of local landscapes (larger landscapes, such as basins and ecoregions), and so on up to the ecosphere. Thus, there is no recipe
available which could be applied to the Danube River Basin in order to obtain
its structural hierarchical model. And then how could one design an integrated
monitoring system dealing with the Danube River Basin? How could one meaningfully upscale from the level of the measurement to the level of the entire
system of interest, which is the management level?

Model perspectives and scaling
One possible answer is given by the fractal approaches (Halley et al. 2004).
Contrary to hierarchical approaches, which assume each process to act on a narrow
range of scales, the fractal approaches assume that the properties of environmental
objects are identical or similar over a wide range of ecologically relevant scales
(op. cit.). Fractal models can be consistent with both the sectoral (full range of
scale fractals), or hierarchical models (hierarchical fractals). Another promising
approach is the constructal theory (Bejan 2000), which aims to surpass the lack of
mechanistic link between the (fractal) pattern and the generating processes by
proposing a bottom-up, assembling procedure based on local optimizations, and
leading to a global pattern. However, these tools are currently in development, far
from being ready for transfer towards institutionalized applied monitoring.
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A recent review of the math and some conceptual issues of scaling in ecological
and economic systems is given by Chave & Levin (2003). They insist that when
developing models across different scales of organizational complexity, the goal
should be rather to identify the relevant details than to include as much detail as
possible; however, they do not provide criteria for this relevance. From a management perspective the relevance should probably be linked not only to the performance of the model, but also to the usefulness of the generated information.
Managers are interested in natural goods (resources) and services provided, and
these are the subject of dedicated assessment procedures (so called functional
analyses procedures ± Maltby 1998; Iordache et al. 2001a). An important aspect
is that the values allocated to the environment often do not reduce to quantifiable
resources and services (Borsuk et al. 2001), and consequently the environmental
decisions are based not only on a scientific assessment, but also on a political
aggregation of subjective human preferences. In more abstract terms, value is a
relational property, between an entity and an evaluator (a subject), and from this
perspective the so called intrinsic value of the environment is only a way of
speaking underlining the paramount value allocated by those evaluators to the
environment.
Systems have emergent properties at each level of organization (Mahner &
Bunge 1997). The properties of large and complex ecological systems are structural and functional. The emergent properties of the NES are tightly connected
with the offer of resources and services (Vadineanu 1998) which, taking into
consideration the multi-level organization of the NES, means that there are specific
resources and services at each of the ecological hierarchical levels. Upscaling
literature sometimes looks for services performance at large-scale level. For instance, relevant results have been achieved in assessing the service of nutrient
retention in catchments (Kronvang et al. 1999; Seitzinger et al. 2002; Van
Breemen et al. 2002) and even very large river basins such as the Mississippi
(Alexander et al. 2000; Donner et al. 2004) and the Danube (Danubs Project
2004; Behrendt & Schreiber 2004; and this issue).
But monitoring literature does not explicitly relate its topic with the resources
and services provided by the natural capital. We believe that this is a major shortcoming of the current monitoring design, making the use of the monitoring data by
the managers more difficult and the monitoring activity less efficient.
In the sectoral view of the environment the natural capital consists of the natural
resources (which are more ore less identical with the environmental factors), while in
the ecosystemic view the natural capital provides resources and services, but consists
of natural and semi-natural ecological systems. Consequently, in the sectoral view,
the monitoring of environmental factors is implicitly monitoring of natural
resources, while the monitoring of natural services is simply not conceivable.
Empirically, a key issue when extrapolating across scales within an ecological
system of interest is to take into consideration the internal spatial and temporal
heterogeneity of the system in the course of sampling design (Hewitt et al. 2001;
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Englund & Cooper 2003). Extrapolating across hierarchical levels has meaning
only for the summative properties, but not for the emergent ones, which individualize each level of organization. The emergent properties are mechanistically
explained (at least qualitatively or semi-quantitatively) in terms of the properties of
their subsystems, but actually evaluated at their specific hierarchical level. As for
their mechanistic prediction, this is a prerequisite for the new trendy adaptive
management. And it seems to become more feasible with the intensive development of spatial explicit models at large scales (Hobbs 2003).
The structure and functioning of regional and macro-regional landscapes is
studied by two ecological disciplines: biogeography (Gaston 2003) and landscape
ecology (Naveh & Lieberman 1990). Biogeography focuses on the active and
passive biotic fluxes connecting the ecosystems within the range of a species. In
landscape ecology both the connecting abiotic and biotic fluxes are taken into
consideration. Integration of the two mentioned disciplines might be desirable.
The work on detecting critical scales in fragmented terrestrial landscapes (e. g.
Keitt et al. 1997) suggests that the scale at which, for instance, connectivity
abruptly changes is species dependent. This seems to impinge on directly applying
the nested view of the ecological hierarchy. Moreover, patterns tend to be equivocal, especially when several studies are compared (Bisonette & Storch 2002), in
part due to the landscape behaviour as a complex adaptive system, but also due to
the use of different landscape metrics (Bogaert 2003).
But in fluvial landscapes, probably due to the more abrupt abiotic gradients,
with consequences on the localization of biotic fluxes, the results are more clearcut. Relevant work has been done in the case of the Danube, too (e. g. Ward et al.
2002). Vadineanu et al. (2001) presented results in the particular case of the
Lower Danube River System (LDRS). We reiterate several aspects here. The
LDRS is a complex system composed of natural ecological systems (NES) and
socio-economic systems (SES). The NES included in the LDRS are organized on
three hierarchical levels (from flood plain and river ecosystems up to a regional
landscape, as described in Fig. 1, Vadineanu et al. 2001) and ªfeedsº the SES
with their resources and services (as described in Fig. 2, Iordache et al. 2001a).
We believe that this is generally applicable to large fluvial systems. The two
mentioned sources also present specific results for LDRS, such as types of local
landscapes, types of ecosystems, their relative surfaces, homomorphic models of
LDRS, of the local landscapes, and of the ecosystems, as well as evaluations of the
resources and services provided by each type of landscape and ecosystem, and by
LDRS as a whole. Economic evaluations of the natural capital of LDRS and
proposals for restoration have also been published (Vadineanu et al. 2003;
Iordache et al. 2005).
A more delicate issue is that of the ecological interpretation of the socio-economic systems. There has been a rejection of the classic ecosystems theory by
human scientists, but the new concept of ecosystems as complex adaptive systems
seems to answer most of the early criticism (Abel & Stepp 2003). However, an
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Fig. 1. Conceptual framework for discussing the structure of the natural ecological systems of LDRS. Full lines (arrows) represent control ways. Dashed lines (arrows) represent
top-down effects and cumulated bottom-up effects of the structural changes. TDM means
trophodynamic modules (after Vadineanu et al. 2001).

integrated theory of the complex socio-economic systems is not yet available (Kay
2000). Due to this situation, to bet on a single way of understanding SES is risky
and not acceptable from the point of view of the possible social consequences.
Even von Bertalanffy (1969), the founder of the general systems theory, remarked the potential danger of the mechanistic models of the society, likely to lead
to dehumanization. But this was forgotten. Simplistic approaches such as the
thermodynamics of T. H. Odum tend to represent all human phenomena, including
culture and religion, by diagrams and models of energy fluxes (Naveh & Lieberman 1990). Also forgotten is the fact that a holarchic ecosystem approach does not
equate with holism. When Koestler (1969, after Naveh & Lieberman 1990)
spoke about holons (systems) and hierarchies of holons (i. e. holarchies), the title of
his article was ªBeyond atomism and holismº. However, in the current ecological
literature there is a widespread confusion between holism and systemism (Mahner & Bunge 1997; Looijeen 2000; Iordache 2003b).
Stating that systemism is different than holism might be considered as a philosophical subtlety. But its consequences on how we conceive the management, and
implicitly the monitoring, of socio-economic systems are large. Bunge (1979) has
advocated this difference since long. In view of holism the societal management is
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Fig. 2. Simplified theoretical framework of the relationship between natural ecological
systems (NES) and socio-economic systems (SES). Basically, the hierarchically organized
natural ecological systems produce renewable resources and services intercepted by socioeconomic system. NES have their own, partially independent of SES, development, which
is reflected by spatial and temporal distribution patterns of the produced resources and
services. SES, which are dependent on these resources and services, must take into account the natural development when designing their own development plans. In other
words, the development of SES and NES should be balanced, i. e. SES have to continuously show an adaptive behavior with regard to NES. Developing and implementing plans
for achieving such a balance is the goal of the natural capital management (after
Iordache et al. 2001a).

restricted to a full top-down approach. A typical example is the real communist
society. The higher hierarchical level fully controls the lower hierarchical levels,
these sub-systems not having separate existence status, but only as parts, and as
contributors to functioning of the integrating whole. In the case of systemism the
decentralization of the power and management is conceivable, as all hierarchical
levels have independent existence status. The other extreme is full individualism,
of historical interest in the field of ecology, but not in the field of social sciences
(as illustrated by libertarian currents, for instance). Wu & David (2002) remark the
existing public resistance to the application of the hierarchical approach for socioeconomic systems. This would be due to confounding hierarchical approaches with
top-down (holistic) control.
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When imagining the spatial relation between the natural and semi-natural ecological systems (considered as synonym with the natural capital) and the socioeconomic systems, one sees them as occupying well defined positions in the landscape. The natural capital network is conceived as interspersed in the socio-economic network (e. g. Vadineanu 1998). Thus, in this view the socio-environment
would be made of two distinct ecological hierarchies in interaction (like in Fig. 2),
namely the natural capital and the socio-economic systems.

Decision support systems
As a result of the interaction between the natural capital and the socio-economic
systems specific institutions emerge, dealing with the control of the interaction. In
order to cope with the natural and man-induced dynamics of the resources and
services provided by the natural capital, national SES develop special organizations
in their structure, able to intercept signals about the change of the offer of natural
resources and services, and to use these signals for the design of appropriate integrated management plans (Iordache et al. 2001b; Charles 2001). In fact there is
a sub-system of interrelated institutions with missions ranging from knowledge
development and monitoring to public involvement and education (Stapp 2000;
Hamalainen et al. 2001). Such a sub-system is proposed by Vadineanu (1999):
the decision support system (DSS) for sustainable development. Within the DSS a
key component is the integrated monitoring system (or data generation sub-system).
This is the component through which DSS receives the above mentioned signals.
The role of the integrated monitoring system has two dimensions. Firstly, it has to
provide information about the state of the NES as natural capital (i. e. in terms of
productivity of resources and services). And secondly, it has to provide information
about the socio-economic systems. This information is needed for establishing the
portfolio of objectives of the management plans, for adopting the most appropriate
portfolio of tactical and operational methods, and for assessing the state of the
components of the DSS itself, such as institutions. We understand institutions here
both as the set of formal or informal rules, and as the organizations that implement
the formal rules (North 1990; Weisbuch 2000).

Monitoring concepts
Let us now discuss the current state of the monitoring institutions, from the conceptual model point of view. The existing monitoring systems, as well as other
instruments for the assistance of decisions (such as environmental impact assessment methods), reflect mostly the sectoral model of the socio-environment, i. e.
there is a separate monitoring of water, soil, air, and species, and a separate set of
resulting databases, connected nowadays with GIS, however (technical mapping
and functional links as well).
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Soil monitoring is usually done on a large grid base, ignoring the ecological
structure, but taking into consideration the data interpretation in terms of land
cover (e. g. Dumitru 2000). Water monitoring addressed traditionally water quality and quantity, but recently experiences an important change under the pressure
of the European Water Framework Directive, toward a monitoring of hydrological
systems (Burt 2003), with an impact even outside the EU (Aidarov et al. 2002).
Species diversity monitoring design takes into consideration, to some extent, the
underlying ecological structure, as well as the upscaling issues. The need for
observation at landscape scales relevant both to the focal species and conservation
decisions is underlined (Bayer & Noss 1998), including for monitoring at large, an
ecoregional scale (Manley et al. 2004). Hierarchical approaches have been proposed both in the case of continental (Noss 1990) and marine systems (Zacharias
& Roff 2000). However, there is a lack of well articulated objectives (Yoccoz et
al. 2001), and it is not clear to what extent the hierarchical approaches are adopted
in state-wide monitoring systems.
A special case is the monitoring of renewable resources (e. g. fish stocks, game
species). Monitoring of game species is usually included in the monitoring of
forests; sometimes it is explicitly related to the monitoring of species diversity
(Failing & Gregory 2003), and of the causes of population dynamics (Olsen &
Schreuder 1997). Monitoring of forests is at the limit between sectoral monitoring and ecological monitoring. It is still sectoral to some extent in the sense that it
currently ignores the embedding of forests with other types of ecosystems in the
landscapes. The upscaling to European level is done in a summative style (Ferreti
& Chiarucci 2003). Promising aspects are that forest monitoring has a focus on
long-term design (Silsbee & Peterson 1993), and that the current system is seen
as a possible framework for future monitoring of other terrestrial systems (Corona
et al. 2002). The last mentioned trend is a result of the pressure towards inventories
and monitoring of the habitats due to the specific European directive (92/43/CEE).
Independent attempts of developing a monitoring of habitats occurred from the
landscape ecology. Some of these attempts are at the interface with the forests
monitoring (e. g. Stohlgren et al. 1995) and try to transfer the landscape ecological knowledge towards the design of forests monitoring. Other attempts aim to
develop an integrated countryside and landscape monitoring (Alterra 2004). A
first meeting of a European forum for landscape ecology took place in 2000,
having as objective to promote integrated landscape monitoring at a landscape
scale (rather than the sectoral monitoring), but no institutional consequences seem
to have followed. Such a network should include a field component and would be
very valuable for providing a reliable source of in situ data for earth observation
applications (Parr et al. 2002).
In a review based on the results of a European project (NoLIMITS ± Networking of Long-term Integrated Monitoring in Terrestrial Systems), Parr et al. (2002)
conclude that there is a large number of ecosystem monitoring initiatives in Europe, not only of forests, but of other types of ecosystems as well. However, if one
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looks at the examples, one can see that with few (but significant) exceptions, the
mentioned networks deal with one or a few of environmental factors, even if the
sampling is inevitably done in one type of ecosystem or another. Their final
intention seems to be the use of bulk accumulated sectoral data in order to characterize the state of the ecosystems, which is like testing hypotheses resulting from
a new theory with data obtained before the creation of the theory. One might have
some indications, but usually no definite answer can be obtained in this way.
In order to understand the state of an ecosystem, one needs an explicit measurement of ecological processes (Bunn & Davies 2000) and a specific design of the
monitoring program (Vos et al. 2000). This kind of monitoring would be an
ecological monitoring based on the ecosystemic model of the socio-environment.
The ecological monitoring is not a species of monitoring, as water or soil monitoring, but a new genus, as the sectoral monitoring. There is a trend, not only in
monitoring, but also in environmental impact assessment (Treweek 1999), towards an ecologically based approach.
Interestingly, Parr et al. (2002) do not cite Vos et al. (2000), although the
articles are published in the same journal. This may be due to the differences in
their final institutional conclusions. While both teams accept the principle that the
existing monitoring and research sites should be a fundamental part of the new
network, with regard to the improvements the approaches are different. Parr's
team considers that the improvements should be based on formally recognized
users' requirements, a pragmatic view, while the other team describes an `ideal'
integrated monitoring to function as an attractor of the current scheme. So the
dynamics of the current monitoring schemes should be, according to Parr et al.
(2002), based on market level processes without any authoritative intervention
(bottom up). This is somehow strange, as long as the most advanced and useful
monitoring networks (such as United Nations International Cooperative Programme on Integrated Monitoring, ICP-IM, and International Long Term
Ecological Research network, ILTER) are the result of top-down approaches. At
least when the user is the public sector, promoting the objective formulation based
on the best available knowledge, by appropriate lobby of the scientific community
(such as the International Association for Danube Research, IAD), might be
desirable. However, speaking of bottom up and top down approaches/mechanisms we think that both are needed in reality, so the question is, how to achieve
the best balance. In the chapter of results several suggestions will be made in this
respect.
There are two shortcomings of both views discussed above (Parr et al. 2002;
Vos et al. 2000). One is that they address explicitly only the ecosystemic level,
ignoring the monitoring of higher levels of ecological organizations, which eventually are used only as strata for the organization in space of the monitoring
program. And the other is that they do not address the socio-environment, limiting
to its natural part. In a later paper Parr et al. (2003) recognize, however, the need
to shift towards an understanding of the nature-society system.
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To avoid confusion, it should be noted that `integrated' has two meanings, a
sectoral one and a systemic one (Iordache 2005). In the sectoral view `integrated'
frequently means ªapproaching an environmental factor by all directly and indirectly relevant parametersº (e. g. in the integrated monitoring, or management, of
water quality; Varduca 1999). In the systemic view `integrated' has a different
meaning, such as ªtaking into consideration the relationship between the natural
resources and services in terms of the mechanisms of their production in ecological
systemsº (e. g. in the integrated environmental management, here synonymous with
the management of the natural capital, where the natural capital consists of ecological systems). The sectoral approach has historical priority, and all institutions
involved in monitoring, as well as the relevant regulations, are based on this conceptual model. The advantage of the systemic approach is that it allows a better
understanding of the mechanisms underpinning the production of resources and
services, as well as of the full range of resources and services. Its main disadvantage
is that it is historically posterior to the sectoral approach, and faces resistance
against its adoption at institutional levels, which is inherent due to interests of
the existing institutions over the public money. The competition in obtaining public
resources is not favourable to the co-operation between the institutions involved in
the monitoring of environmental factors, although the public interest, better served
by a systems perspective, strongly asks for an intensive co-operation and exchange
of information between these institutions (Iordache 2003a).

Technical problems and possible solutions for designing
an integrated monitoring
Brock et al. (1997) insist on the planning tools for developing regional monitoring
programs, i. e. on the management of the monitoring as a kind of service production. Beard et al. (1999) review the sources of measurement inconsistency, namely
changes in technique, in personnel, in environmental external factors, in measurement, in location, in spatial coverage, in frequency and timing of measurement,
and propose solutions for data quality maintenance and method harmonization (as
exemplified by the activities of ICPDR). Vos et al. (2000) propose to link the
monitoring with the ecosystem functions (understood from an anthropogenic point
of view), with consequences on the typology of variables assessed, and to put it in
the framework of a decision support system. Tegler et al. (2001) report in detail a
methodology for establishing the set of variables for the national ecological monitoring network of Canada. Parr et al. (2002) analyse the difficulties related to the
current European monitoring networks. They point out the deficiencies in informing the policy level as a result of the sectoral collection of the information. Design
issues for a network of long-term integrated monitoring sites in Europe are discussed in detail. Last, but not least, Noss (2003) proposes a checklist for wild lands
(nature parks) network design in the USA, with direct relevance for the monitoring
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design. He points out that the methodology of monitoring should explicitly envisage the testing of simple, phenomenological hypotheses, concerning changes in
the state of the system. As a consequence, at least some of the results will be
publishable in reputable, peer-reviewed journals, as well as other outlets, enhancing the social prestige of the monitoring institutions, as well as providing an extra
check of the data and specific knowledge quality.

Methods
We have used four specific methodological aspects/principles:
1. a multiple inclusion principle;
2. a differentiation between natural ecological systems and natural capital;
3. a coupling of the monitoring of natural capital with management through natural resources and services;
4. a distinction between systemism and holism.
The multiple inclusion principle envisages the fact that an ecological system
can be part in more than one integrating system. From a formal point of view
this principle was developed in mathematics and is currently used in the math
modeling of complex systems (Stankovic & Siljak 2001, 2003). However, to
our knowledge its application to ecology is new. For example, a natural ecological system, let us say a riparian forest, represents natural capital for a
socio-economic system (SES). The forest is integrated in the SES by fluxes
corresponding to natural resources and services. On the other hand, the same
system is integrated in a natural macro-landscape (NES, for instance a fluvial
system, an ecoregion, or a river basin). In this case the fluxes integrating the
forests are different than those intercepted by humans (e. g. hydrological fluxes
during floods, or biotic fluxes of mobile organisms). Moreover, a riparian forest
of large size can be included in more than one natural integrating landscape.
The role of the riparian forest in the different integrating systems will be
sustained by different energy and matter fluxes (corresponding for instance to
different species). Fig. 3 illustrates the multiple inclusion principle application
in an analysis of the place of riparian forests in macro-landscapes (Bolscher et
al. 2005; Iordache et al. 2004).
There is not necessarily a complete spatial (geographic) superposition between
the systems integrating an ecosystem. Most frequently the integrating systems have
not superposed spatial limits. Just imagine the map of ecoregions in a country, of
river basins, and of local SESs. Some of the systems integrating a certain ecosystem have rather sharp limits (river basins, socio-economic systems), other rather
diffuse limits (ecoregions). Borders of river basins may be complicated because of
groundwater flow from one basin into the other. The identification of the ecological systems which are not sharply delineated by steep gradients is influenced
by subjective factors, including political ones (Nassauer 1992). Fortunately, in
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Fig. 3. Inclusion (black arrows) of riparian forests in their integrating systems. The included systems are structural elements of the higher systems in which they are included. It
results that at low order ecoregion or medium order river basin level all types of riparian
forest should be taken into consideration for the design of the management. At even higher
level practically the full river corridor should be considered. Legend: ml = micro-landscape, ML = macro-landscape, TA = terrestrial-aquatic, TWA = terrestrial-wetland-aquatic,
W = wetland, SOB = small order river basin, MOB = medium order river basin, HOB =
high order river basin, LOE = low order ecoregion, HOE = high order ecoregion; a river
corridor consists of the TA micro-landscapes, the TWA micro-landscapes, and the fluvial
macro-landscapes of a river basin.

Europe the indicative limits of the major high order ecoregions are already publicly
accepted (Fauna, Flora and Habitats Directive), as well as those of lower order
ecoregions in most countries. The multiple inclusion principle surpasses the
strictly nested view (Russian puppets type) of the hierarchies. Its application is
not limited to the given examples, but we will not further develop it here. From a
technical point of view the information systems based on it can easily be managed
using GIS (Bodescu 2001).
Once we have accepted this view one can easily understand the second principle. It deals with the fact that the value allocated to a natural ecological system by
humans is related to the fluxes integrating it in the SES. Or integrating at least part
of it. We said `part of it' because often the property limits do not take into consideration the natural limits, as for instance in the case of the transboundary
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ecological systems. According to the view of strictly nested conceptual models the
natural capital and SESs are separate hierarchies. Thus, there are clear spatial,
geographical limits between natural capital (NC) and SES (e. g. Odum 1993), or, in
other terms, a natural capital component, such as a riparian forest, is outside the
SES. The view is intuitive and apparently acceptable at low hierachical level (a
village vs. the nearby forest). However, the view is not according to the reality, if
one looks, for instance, to the administrative boundaries of the village and to the
ownership relations. Its unsuitability becomes even more obvious for higher hierachical levels, such as ecoregions and river basins vs. counties and countries. In
short, the concept of natural ecological systems does not suppose necessarily the
presence of humans. One can think of natural ecological systems existing before
the human speciation (ignoring here the discussion over ecosystems as instrumental theoretical terms without real referent). However, one cannot think of natural
capital in economic and managerial sense in the absence of humans, because the
natural capital consists in ecological systems with value for humans. This value
adds a cultural dimension to the natural dimension, and the cultural dimension is
not reducible to the natural one.
The third methodological aspect is an answer to the frequent requirements of the
monitoring literature to provide explicitly relevant information for the managers.
As mentioned above, we do this by coupling the monitoring design with the list of
`functions' (i. e. natural services and productions of natural resources) identified by
the functional analyses procedures. The fourth aspect, the distinction between
holism and systemism, has been already explained in a previous chapter.

Results
Coupling the above mentioned principles with the existing knowledge as described
in the introduction has led us to:
± a refinement of the structural model of the socio-environment;
± a tentative list of the indicators to be included in an integrated monitoring
system of the Lower Danube River System;
± a decentralization principle for structuring the specific information system for
LDRS.
The structural model
The structural model is presented in Fig. 4. The following aspects concerning the
structure of the socio-economic systems (SESs) are relevant for our discussion
(Iordache 2002):
1. Each human individual and its resources (property) make up a system producing services (and, eventually, resources) and consuming other services and
resources. Let us call this system an individual system of production and consumption (ISPC);
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Fig. 4. Schematic representation of the structure of a country (national socio-economic
system). At the local level the natural and unnatural capita is included in the structure of
specific organizations grouped in functional modules. Legend: NC = natural capital, MR
= macro-regional, R = regional, L = local.
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2. The basic units of SESs are organizations, consisting of a human part (human
capital), a non-human part (different types of non-human capital, including
natural capital). The role of the organizations is to transfer the raw material,
energy and information flows originating from the natural capital (goods and
services) and in ISPC (services, work), to their ecological consumer (ISPC).
The transfer is unprocessed (services production) or processed (goods and services production). ISPC is a special type of organization (an organizational
view of biological individuals is suggested also by Khalil 2000).
3. Natural capital is part of SESs in the sense that it consists of natural ecological systems with value (providing resources and services needed by ISPC). By
other kind of fluxes, the natural ecological systems are integrated at the same
time in the hierarchy of natural ecological systems. Natural capital at lower
hierarchical levels (ecosystem, local landscape) can be owned by organizations, but at higher levels (regional, macro-regional) cannot be owned. For this
reason, the management of regional and macro-regional natural capital
requires specially designed organizations. The design of such organizations is
an attempt to internalize in the socio-economic system the external natural
driving forces. During the history of socio-economic development there is an
expansion of the natural capital both in space and from lower hierarchical levels (ecosystems) towards higher hierarchical levels (up to the ecosphere).
This expansion is part of the larger process of the institutional evolution
(Iordache 2004a). During this evolution new types of functional modules
dealing with the natural capital appear. A typology of these functional
modules and its consequences for environmental policies is suggested elsewhere (Georgescu et al. 2001), but is essentially a matter of further research.
4. The ecological systems identification (Pahl-Vostl 1995) applied to SESs
leads to a homomorphic model in which organizations are grouped (using as
criteria the time constant, the space-time location and the functional niche) in
functional dynamic modules (FDM). For approaches concerning the ecology
of populations of organizations, see for instance Barron (1999).
5. Similarly to the case of natural ecological systems, the emergent properties of
a SES can be structural and functional. Functional dynamic modules consisting of organizations characteristic exclusively to integrating SESs are their
emergent structural properties (e. g. the state organizations in a national SES,
or global organizations in the global SES). The emergent functional property
of regional, macro-regional and global SESs is the enhanced productivity of
goods and service as a result of the new FDMs and of the exchanges of goods
and services between included SESs through the organizations from their
structure.
The following aspects concerning the functioning of SESs are also of
interest:
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1. All the production of goods and services in a SES takes place within the organizations. States and supranational entities are types of organizations producing specific services.
2. A market is a subsystem consisting of an upstream functional module and a
downstream functional module, the last one intercepting the goods/services
produced by the first one.
3. The transfer of goods/resources takes place in a market by exchange; plunder
takes also place in SESs, which is the natural form of transfer of resources.
4. The transfer of material goods between FDMs (mediated by the included organizations) represents a transfer of structural components. The significance of
the material goods transfer is both material (including energetic) and informational.
5. The provision of services is valued not from a material or energetic point of
view, but from an informational one (i.e. at the level of the self-regulating
function); it has as consequence the maintenance of the control parameters of
the organization or SES in a given range of values, acceptable for the proper
functioning of the system.
6. Organizations can produce not only material goods, but also conceptual goods
(e. g. languages, scientific theories, political ideologies, development models ±
such as the sustainable development model). Some of the conceptual goods
have well defined producers, other are historical products (such as a language).
Conceptual goods are either private or public. The mechanism of the services
provision and conceptual goods production has a material support.
7. Conceptual goods are involved in the information and self-regulation function
of the socio-economic systems, and have indirect consequences on the energy
flow and cycling of matter functions of these ecological systems.
8. The emergence of new organizations at national and international levels is tightly
linked with the production of conceptual goods such as sociological, political,
ecological theories. Such organizations emerge because some preferences of the
individuals can be better satisfied by putting private resources together or
because some resurces cannot be owned in certain historical moments.
9. Any organization has a trend of maximizing the realization of its goals. This
holds also for ISPC. Consequently human individuals working in an organization different than ISPC are in an inevitable conflict of interests. This has various political consequences (Iordache 2004b). Examples of such consequences relevant for one intending to increase the productivity of socio-economic
systems are: the need to control the public organizations in order to increase
the efficiency of using public funds, the need of private property institutions
in order to have resources allowing an effective control by building a civil
society. Other consequences are less obvious: the trend of socio-economic systems which crossed a threshold in the productivity of resources and services
to accelerate their development, the trend of socio-economic systems with productivity below a certain threshold to slow down their development (this can
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be put also in terms of attractors of complex dynamic systems). A last consequence worth mentioning, in this context, is the trend of productive socio-economic systems to absorb resources form low productivity SES, through the
organizations from their structure (examples: migration of ISPC, transfer of
resources by trading or international organizations). This is a process analogous to the so called natural ecosystem ªexploitationº (transfer of energy and
matter from early succession to late succession ecosystems, Margalef 1991).
Its result is the inherent polarization of SES at all hierarchical levels. Human
rationality influence some of the mechanisms involved in this self-organization. There is always a trend of reducing the polarization of resources distribution by ignoring and/or changing the institutional settings. In a highly productive and sustainable SES (from local to global) there are (costly) adaptive institutional settings allowing phases of intensive polarizing growth followed by
phases of partial redistribution of the resources. A phase of intensive growth
and of redistribution of resources does not correspond to any attractor of a
highly complex socio-economic system. The above statements should be seen
as part of a descriptive theory, not of an ideology (an ideologically biased
world system theory is suggested for instance by Hornborg 1998). We believe that these descriptive statements are important for designing effective
international institutions specialized in the management of the Danube River
macro-landscape.
Thus, the natural capital (NC) is part of the SESs, and the hierarchy of SESs
is spatially superposed on, and not spatially distinct from the natural hierarchy
of ecological systems. Note that in Fig. 4, for simplicity of the representation,
the hierarchy of NC mimics that of the natural ecological systems (NES). This
would lead to the impression that the NES hierarchy is fully fitted inside the
SESs hierarchy. However, this is not the case, because in fact NC has cultural
limits, and one NES is shared by different organizations in terms of property
rights. A better image of the relationships can be built by using GIS analyses
layers (e. g. Bodescu 2001). In fact one cannot properly speak of a hierarchy of
the NC. NC is rather a result of the interactions between two hierarchies: that
of NES and that of SESs. We keep speaking, however, about a hierarchy of NC
because it has becoming customary. Thus, NC plays conceptually an intermediating role between NES and SES. Beside its ecological significance (in terms
of connecting fluxes of energy and matters) the integration of NC in the SESs
has also a cultural meaning, in terms of the characteristics of the property
rights. Knowledge about this cultural meaning is essential for designing efficient and effective management measures.
Table 1 presents the characteristics of property rights (adapted from Bromley
1989; Charles 2001), and their presence in the case of ecotones/ecosystems,
micro-landscapes, and macro-landscapes. Full ownership involves the presence
of all characteristics. Full ownership is present in the case of individual ownership
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Table 1. The characteristics of the property right and their presence in the case of the
natural capital at different hierarchical levels. Brackets indicate that the right at private
level is constrained when there are public management rights at landscapes level.
Characteristic
property right

Comments

Relevant with regard to:

The right to possess

In the absence of this there is
no ownership

x

The right to use

Related to use right (access
rights and harvest rights)

(x)

Ecotone/
ecosystem

The right to manage Related to management rights

(x)

The right to the income

i. e. to receive the income accruing from owning property

x

The right to the
capital

i. e. to alienate, consume or
destroy it

(x)

The right to security Notably immunity from arbitrary appropriation

x

Transmissibility

The ability to transfer the right
to a successor

x

Absence of term

Full ownership runs into perpetuity

(x)

The prohibition to
harmful use

Ownership does not include
the ability to harm others

x

Liability to
execution

The liability of the owner's interest to be used to settle debts

x

The right to residuary character

To govern situations when
ownership rights lapse

x

Rights holder

Currently the right to posses is
conceived only at ecotone, and
ecosystem level in continental
systems. There are no juridical
concepts dealing with the public possession of a landscape
(e. g. Danube Basin) as distinct
from the possession of its subsystems

MicroMacrolandscape landscape
x

x

x

x

Private
private
(individual or local
p., group p. public
± corporate
or common,
state p.)

regional
public,
and
macroregional
public
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of, for instance, riparian forests (ecotones/ecosystems) when there are no recognized public rights concerning the landscapes in which these forests are located.
Once such public rights are recognized (at local, county, national, or international
level), the private ownership of the riparian forest is constrained to some extent by
the management right held by the public institution. This public management right
will allow management measures concerning the landscape structure in order to
preserve the public services provided by that landscape. The prohibition to harmful
use at individual level is the basis for justifying the acceptance of landscape
management rights at public institutions level.
Depending on the right holder one can have private ownership (property owned
by individuals or group-held property), common property (property owned by the
members of the community of a local SES, and managed on behalf of its members
by the local institutions), and state property (property owned by the members of
the nation of a national SES, and managed on behalf of its members by the state
institutions). Groups holding common property have collective choice rights: management rights, exclusion rights (rights to allocate use rights), alienation rights
(rights to transfer or sale the other collective choice rights). The special case of
non-property (lack of property rights) does not currently characterize European
fluvial systems (it has characterized, for instances, `high seas' fish stock). Limitations on access and use, an important type of top-down constraint used by the
public institutions for influencing the behaviour of social actors, can be performed
under any property rights regime.
Having rights over the integrating systems (ecoregions, river basins) does not
involve, in our view, having rights over the subsystems (such as riparian forests or
other types of ecological systems), because ecoregions and ecosystems are different natural objects, with their own existence status. To negate the independent
existence status of ecoregions would be reductionism, and to negate the existence
of the ecosystems would be holism. To accept both of them, but recognize their
interdependence, is systemism. However, the fact that their functioning is interdependent due to the hierarchies to which they belong, obliges to a cooperation
between those holding rights on systems higher up in the hierarchy (public institutions), and those owning the subsystems (private owners).
The international environmental legislation is focused on preserving certain
services provided by the macro-landscapes or by the ecosphere (maintenance of
water quality, of habitats and species diversity, or global services). This means, in
the parlance of this article, that one constrains the rights over the natural capital at
lower hierarchical levels based on recognized public international management
rights on macro-landscapes. However, this interpretation is not consistent with
the fact that there are separate agreements for each service in part. It seems either
that only the directly used resources (air, water, species, habitats) were politically
perceived when the laws were designed, or that the laws were conceived in reactive
manner in agreement with the priority of the different issues. This situation is
related to the historical priority of the sectoral approach discussed in the first part
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of this paper, and reflects the evolution of the institutions for the management of
the natural capital. Redesigning the current legislation is an unrealistic goal on the
short term. Consequently, what could be done is to promote an integrated interpretation of the existing laws in the sense that they address separate services
provided by large international public entities. This would directly imply that
the laws must be enforced as a package by institutions that strongly cooperate.
In the average term one might also promote the recognition of international ownership rights over somehow abstract, but productive, entities such as macro-landscapes. The rational force of the argument should be very high if it is to surpass the
resistance due to the conflicts of interests between existing environmental institutions. The public perception of the rationality of the argument is depending on the
degree of agreement within the scientific community, which is undermined to some
extent by economic competition between research and academic institutions. In
this context a key role in this new interpretation and in decreasing the activation
energy of the reaction leading to a systemic approach with regard to the Danube
Basin can be played by the civil society, of which IAD is a part. The elaboration of
a tactic to achieve such a political goal requires a research activity per se. We have
published several ideas in this respect for the case of LDRS (Iordache 2004c). In
essence, we linked the proposed systems approach with the Action Plan for the
implementation of the National Strategy for Sustainable Development. In the case
of the Danube Basin one might refer to the European Strategy for Sustainable
Development. As for the tactical plan for achieving the objectives we proposed the
coupling of a bottom-up approach (lobbying from local level to Romanian Government) with a top-down approach (from ICPDR to the Romanian Government).
In the case of the Danube Basin the tactic might be to organize lobby from national
to ICPDR level, and use top-down constraints (in terms of favorable legislations,
such as the EU-Water Framework Directive, and funding programmes). This may
put the basis for a systemic monitoring of the Danube Basin, because such a
monitoring makes sense only in order to serve the decisions for an integrated
management.
Coupling the emergent properties with the monitoring system
We can now turn to the Lower Danube River System, a particular case of macrolandscape. Table 2 presents the main resources and services provided by the natural
ecological systems of the LDRS and indicators to assess them. Each of these
services deserves a comprehensive, systemic discussion in itself. A good example
of such a discussion is for instance that done with respect to groundwater services
(Griebler et al. 2001; Danielopol et al. 2003). Monitoring the Danube River
Basin should also provide the information needed for assessing global services,
and in particular for downscaling the global climatic models, which is a procedure
dependent on local variables (Bass & Brook 1997). The resources and services
stay here for the functional emergent properties of the natural ecological systems,
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Table 2. Indicators characterizing the natural ecological systems of LDRS (TDM = trophodynamic module).
Type of
system

Resources and services provided Indicators to be assessed
to SESs

Regional
landscape

Maintenance of local landscapes
diversity

Number of local landscapes of each type
and their morphological characteristics

Maintenance of species diversity
associated to TDMs emergent at
regional level

Number of populations of migratory
species (fish, birds)

Renewable resources

Sustainable harvest levels of migratory
species

Regional microclimate improve
ment and groundwater recharge

Water retention and evapotranspiration

Water quality improvement

Retention of sediment and pollutants

Transportation pathway

Morphological characteristics of channels

Maintenance of ecosystems
diversity

Number of ecosystems of each type and
their morphological characteristics

Maintenance of species diversity
associated to TDMs emergent at
local landscape level

Number of populations of species with
high mobility at local landscape level
(fish, reptiles, amphibians, mammals,
birds)

Contribution to regional microclimate improvement

Parameters for determining the local
water budget

Contribution to water quality
improvement

Sediment retention, pollutants retention,
pollutants export by land use, nitrogen
export by denitrification

Renewable resources

Sustainable harvest levels of species with
high mobility at local landscape level

Local
landscape

Ecosystem Maintenance of species diversity

Number of TDMs and of low mobility/
sessile populations (macroinvertebrates,
plants)

Renewable resources

Sustainable harvest levels of vegetation
(wood, reed, medicinal plants), macroinvertebrates and fish
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the energy flow, the cycling of elements and the self-regulation, on which they
strictly depend; the connection between the resources and services production and
the mechanisms of the functioning of ecological systems is not presented, as not
directly relevant here, but can be found, for example, in Vadineanu (1998).
The resources and services produced at higher hierarchical levels of NC cannot
be managed at a lower level in the corresponding SES hierarchy, because of the
lack of resources needed for managing such large systems, even if the benefits
resulting from these resources and services appear also at low SES levels. Consequently, one needs institutions for managing the ecological systems producing
these natural resources and services, institutions emerged at the appropriate (high)
SES hierarchical levels.
Existing monitoring networks generally envisage only one service or another
from this list (e. g., EPDRB (1999) focus on water quality improvement), with few,
if any, formal communication between the institutions responsible for the monitoring of different resources and services. As long as the perceived offer of resources
and services at high (political) SES level ± especially the national one ± is not
comprehensive, and as long as there is a lack of awareness about the tight interconnection between these resources and services as a result of the fact that they are
produced by the same natural capital, it is not likely to have a change in the current
approach of monitoring.
Table 3A presents the indicators proposed for assessing the state of local, district or national SES, while Table 3B focuses on the indicators for the relation of
SES with NES systems. As already noted, the management institutions emerge as a
result of this interaction; because of their key (informational) role in controlling
the system, we propose to include in the monitoring also indicators of the functioning of these institutions (Table 3C). We should remark that the indicators
presented in Table 3 are general to SES and of their interaction with natural
systems, and are not specific to those found in the LDRS. However, they have
to be included in the monitoring of any specific component of the natural ecological systems (in our case those of the Lower Danube River) in interaction with
SES to allow the design of successful integrated management plans, as well as the
assessment of their implementation.
Decentralizing monitoring
These elements have been proposed also in Iordache (2002). There are not
compulsory generally relevant indicators, but indicators relevant at a specific hierarchical level and to specific societal objectives. As long as societal objectives
differ in part between the hierarchical levels of the socio-economic systems, the
monitoring system should differ from local to regional and to national level. In a
holistic approach the design of the monitoring systems is done at national level and
imposed at regional and local levels, the monitoring being thus useful only for the
societal objectives at national level. The regional and local infrastructure of the
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Table 3. Indicators characterizing the SESs (all hierarchical levels) (A); Indicators characterizing the relation of SESs with natural ecological systems (B); Indicators characterizing the managerial institutions emerged as a result of the interaction of SESs with natural ecological systems (all hierarchical levels) (C).

A

Emergent properties

Indicators to be assessed

Economic wealth

Size of the economy as measured by gross product, level of infrastructure

Social welfare

Employment rate

Viability

Rate of change of the labor force over time, index of diversity in employment, current sustainable employment relative to population, level
of social cohesion

Independence

Percentage of locally based economic activity

Individual wealth

Per capita income relative to the average income in the integrating
economy, food supply per capita relative to minimum nutritional needs,
probability of sufficient food being available over next 10 years

Equity

Ratio of historical to current coefficients of income and/or food distribution, social stratification, involvement of women in local institutions

Public functional
modules

Identified socio-economic objectives, regulatory and enforcement approaches, interaction with upper levels of government

B
Emergent properties

Indicators to be assessed

Ownership status of
NC (local level)

Surfaces and morphometry of owned parts of natural capital, for each
type of ownership

Functional modules at
the interface with the
natural capital (all
levels)

Number of functional modules, and number and dimension of organizations thereof, including managerial institutions (for the details in the
case of managerial institutions, see Table 3C)

Contribution of NC to
economic wealth (all
levels)

Natural capital rents, cumulated for all used resources and services
(originating in LDRS and in the full ecological footprint of SES)

Sustainability (all
levels)

Ecological footprint of SES relative to productive surface of owned
NC

C
Emergent properties

Indicators to be assessed

Effectiveness

Level of success of stated management and regulatory policies

Viability

At all levels: level of financial and organizational viability, extent of
capacity building effort
At local level: extent of incorporation of local socio-cultural factors
(community decision making, traditional ecological knowledge and
management methods)
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monitoring system is strictly depending on the national level. In a systemic approach societal objectives are recognized at all socio-economic levels, with appropriate distribution of the public funds, and monitoring is performed in order to help
reaching all these societal objectives. The systemic monitoring at a certain socioeconomic level addresses the institutions at that level, and the natural capital and
socio-economic systems at the level just below (e. g., for national monitoring, it
addresses the national institutions, the ecoregions and the regional socio-economic
systems); it also imposes constraints on the monitoring performed at lower level in
order to be sure that needed data for computing the indicators of interest are
obtained. Resources transfer towards lower monitoring institutions takes place only
to cover the extra effort done to obtain the extra data needed at the higher level
(similarly with the Global Environmental Fund principle of ªincremental costsº
applied to funding projects at national level). Systemic monitoring should also
include, beside the formal structure, an informal one, that is the possibility of
the civil society to check the efficiency of the institutions involved in monitoring,
as a final component in the checks and balances system towards and efficient
institutional setting. Fig. 5 compares the holistic and systemic approach in monitoring.
Based on the above considerations one can identify the following principles for
the design of an integrated, systemic monitoring:
1. Decentralization of the monitoring; at each socio-economic level the set of
indicators needed for the specific portfolio of the societal objectives should be
monitored; this set of indicators should be extended subject to constraints imposed by the monitoring needs for reaching the societal objectives at higher
hierarchical socio-economic levels; finances for the monitoring indicators of
local interest have to be obtained at local level, finances for the monitoring of
the extra indicators have to be provided by the appropriate hierarchical institutions. The development of a competitive market of laboratories could be promoted, which would serve monitoring at all levels. Data bases could be under
the direct control of the public institutions (local, regional, and national) responsible for their creation and maintenance. Information not available (legally or practically) to the public could be reduced to a minimum.
2. Public availability of the data concerning natural ecological systems and
socio-economic systems; the private organizations which have financed directly and indirectly the monitoring could have free access to the databases at the
local, regional, and national level; this availability will enhance the possibility
to appropriately design the private organizations and the integrated plans for
the management of the natural capital.
3. Openness of the monitoring institutions to civil society control; the
monitoring is part of management. We do not manage ecosystems, we manage
natural capital. The reason why we manage is the production of natural
resources and services. When we can have private control over this production, we do not need to recognize those services as public and to create and
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Fig. 5. Comparison of a systemic and a holistic approach in monitoring. The grey areas
show which type of a monitoring serves the public interest at a certain level. For instance
in the systemic view the public interest at international level is served by monitoring the
socio-economic systems ± SES (including their natural capital ± NC) at national level, as
well as by monitoring the international institutions. In the systemic view there are specific
monitoring institutions for the different socio-economic levels, serving the specific public
interests of those levels. The top-down arrows represent constraints imposed by the requirements related to monitoring indicators relevant for societal objectives at higher levels.
The bottom-up arrows represent transfer of information needed for computing indicators
at higher societal levels. Not all the information obtained at a lower level is needed at a
higher level. The informal monitoring of the civil society serves the public interest at all
levels. This informal control is absent in the case of the holistic monitoring. In the case of
the holistic monitoring the formal monitoring at all levels historically served only the public national interest (one can compare the novel ª1984ª by G. Orwell for a possible way
of an international holistic monitoring).

pay institutions for managing them. This is the case of the resources produced
in small and medium sized ecological systems, which can be owned in the
fullest sense. However, the production of resources and services by large and
very large natural systems cannot be de facto, in most of the current socioeconomic systems, controlled by private actors. What is the role of globalization and international private enterprises legally bound to the country of their
headquarters, and extracting resources from developing countries, in this context? Their role depends on national and European decisions, which in turn
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depend on the capacity of the civil society to control the public institutions
(from local to European level) regulating the activity of the international enterprises. A week civil society such as in the socio-economic systems located in
the eastern part of the Danube Basin would lead to a higher export of extractable resources. Depending also on the private environmental policy of the
enterprise (which is influenced by the civil society in the home country), the
extraction of resource can play or not a role in destabilizing the functioning of
the macro-landscape by facilitating for instance over-exploitation, land re-conversion, or blocking the restoration attempts. This destabilization will not be
promoted by the enterprise per se, but by the local political actors maximizing
their interest instead of the public one. However, in practice river restoration
faced difficulties everywhere due to high socio-economic interests associated
to these areas (Gore & Shields 1995). When every one is interested in the
natural public resources and services and has a certain economic autonomy,
the management of the systems producing these resources and services (ecoregions and river basins as public goods) will be a public matter, in the name of
the public interest. This management is a public service in itself, and will be
performed by public institutions, with resources obtained from the private contributors. Taking these aspects into consideration, it seems that a systems view
needs to be adopted more urgently by the scientist from the western countries
of the Danube Basin rather than by those from the eastern countries. Fig. 6
presents the relationships between the categories of stakeholders involved in
the management of macro-landscapes (private users, public institutions, and
the civil society), and Table 4 shortly describes each category.

Fig. 6. The relationships between the categories of stakeholders involved in the management of macro-landscapes. Block arrows indicate the role of the civil society.
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Table 4. The categories of stakeholders interested in the management and monitoring of
macro-landscapes and their subsystems.
Category of Description
stakeholder
Private users

Private stakeholders interested in using the subsystems of the macro-landscape for economic and non-economic purposes (including satisfaction of
emotional needs). Examples: economic organizations involved in resources
harvesting and in the post-harvest sector, individuals (individual systems of
production and consumption ± ISPC), households, NGOs promoting ecocentric values

Public
institutions

Public stakeholders responsible for promoting the recognized public interests related to the maintenance of the natural public services provided by
macro-landscapes

Civil society

Private stakeholders (ISPC, NGOs (think tanks), political organizations),
involved in:
· the continuous process of restructuring the recognized public interest,
by promoting the acceptance of new public services, or the elimination/
adjustment of recognized public services which proved to have been
misconceived;
· the external control of the efficiency and effectiveness of the public institutions in using the resources provided by private stakeholders for
promoting the recognized public interest

Discussion
While there are undoubtedly other ways of designing the set of indicators to be
assessed by a systemic monitoring, these serve to provide an idea about the proposed approach, as well as a base from which to improve the set of indicators.
Also, the elements discussed here can be easily developed towards a Danube Basin
scale.
There are some methodological limitations to a systems approach in monitoring, arising especially from the following aspects: 1) the information describing
illegal functional modules or illegal flows of resources and services is not easily
obtainable; thus, the systems identification would generally limit to the legally
functioning organizations, and to their legal activities; 2) the information concerning the states functioning are available only to a small degree in not developed
SESs; even in advanced SESs, information concerning some aspects of the state
functioning are not available for long time.
It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss in detail the basic parameters to be
measured in order to assess the indicators. Once the idea of such a design of the
monitoring system becomes more widespread, the step towards establishing the set
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of parameters to be directly measured, as well as the organization in time and space
of the monitoring, can be done. It is worth mentioning that most of the needed data
are not, as type of data, very different from those obtained within current monitoring of the natural and socio-economic systems. However, we can anticipate that the
organization in time and space of the field activity would be different, as well as
the organization of data in appropriate integrated data bases within specific information systems.
There would be average-term costs associated to the extension of the indicators
at macro-landscape level towards those proposed here, and to the transition to
systemic monitoring. Nevertheless, these would be smaller than the social costs
of continued sectoral monitoring at LDRS scale and continued holistic monitoring
at national level. The reformation costs can be supported only by advanced socioeconomic systems, which can afford a strong civil society, too. Thus, the time span
for the development of a systemic monitoring in eastern countries of the Danube
Basin will be similar to the time span for the development of their civil society,
within the general process of development of the national socio-economic systems.
The existence of the European attractor and of the international cooperation in
view of an integrated, ecological, monitoring at macro-regional level may accelerate this process. More specifically, this time span might be reduced by cooperation of the civil societies from developed and developing countries of the Danube
Basin (and this transboundary cooperation could be catalysed by IAD).
Next operational steps might be:
1. Adopting such a systemic view at the level of IAD. (The article should be
seen only as a basis of discussion in view of this and not as a solution.)
Obtaining non-governmental funds for developing a proactive activity in this
area.
2. Spreading a truly systemic management view in the scientific community of
developed countries of the Danube Basin. Much care should be taken by the
western colleagues to not fall into the trap of holism (the eastern experience
allow us to make this recommendation).
3. Organizing exploratory workshops over the methodology of a systemic monitoring of the Danube's socio-environment. In the first phase the focus could be
on the natural capital. The existence of the Transnational Monitoring Network
cooperation experience might be used informally in this respect.
4. Lobbying key institutions involved in the monitoring activity in each country
to accept this new concept as a research direction. Developing, in local consortiums with these institutions, research projects for absorbing national research funds in this area.
5. Building a pilot network of local landscapes along the Danube for practicing a
systemic monitoring on common methodological grounds. The network could
also be connected with other existing sites such as ILTER, natural parks.
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Conclusions
We consider that there is a need
. to monitor not only some compartments of the ecosystems, but all representative components of the SES-NES systems; a prerequisite is a correct systems
identification which should be done by another component of DSS, the knowledge generation subsystem, and
. to explicitly relate, in the design of monitoring systems, the measured parameters with the emergent properties of the systems by the mediation of indicators of the resources and services provided.
For the practical realization of such a monitoring system, we suggest:
. to increase the communication between the actors currently involved in the
estimation, in one way or another, of the listed indicators (research and monitoring institutions), and
. to catalyse through lobbying the emergence of better management institutions
for relation of SESs to NES systems; by `better' we mean here `able to use as
efficient as possible the natural capital in a socially optimal way', i. e. institutions which find development strategies for using not only several resources and
services, but the whole array of resources and services provided by the natural
capital, and at the same time which takes into consideration issues related to the
distribution of benefits between and within SES.
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